Maximizing value and minimizing waste in swine research: Availability and accessibility of research reports
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Summary
To be useful for decision-making, research results need to be available. This means that full reports (methods and results) for trials need to be published, preferably in a journal. However, there is evidence that only a small proportion of swine trials presented at conferences are subsequently published in journals. This is problematic, as results may differ between a conference presentation and journal publication. Published results also need to be accessible, either through open-access or traditional journals or through other sources that do not violate copyright agreements. Researchers should strive to make full research reports widely available.
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Resumen - Maximizar el valor y minimizar el desperdicio en la investigación porcina: disponibilidad y accesibilidad de los informes de investigación

Para que sean útiles para la toma de decisiones, los resultados de la investigación deben estar disponibles. Esto significa que los informes completos (métodos y resultados) de los ensayos deben publicarse, preferiblemente en una revista. Sin embargo, existe evidencia de que solo una pequeña proporción de los ensayos con cerdos presentados en conferencias se publican posteriormente en revistas. Esto es problemático, ya que los resultados pueden diferir entre una presentación en una conferencia y una publicación en una revista. Los resultados publicados también deben ser accesibles, ya sea a través de revistas tradicionales o de acceso abierto a través de otras fuentes que no violen los acuerdos de derechos de autor. Los investigadores deben esforzarse para que los informes de investigación completos estén ampliamente disponibles.

Résumé - Maximisation de la valeur et diminution des pertes en recherche porcine: disponibilité et accessibilité des rapports de recherche

Afin d’être utile lors de décisions à prendre, les résultats de recherche se doivent d’être disponibles. Ceci signifie que des rapports complets (métodes et résultats) pour des essais se doivent d’être publiés, de préférence dans une revue. Toutefois, il y a des évidences que seulement un petit pourcentage des essais chez les porcs présenté lors de conférences sont par la suite publié dans une revue. Ceci est problématique car les résultats peuvent varier entre une présentation lors d’une conférence et la publication de la revue. Les résultats publiés doivent également être accessibles, soit via les revues en libre accès ou traditionnelles ou d’autres sources qui ne compromettent pas les droits d’auteur. Les chercheurs devraient essayer de rendre les rapports de recherche complets largement disponibles.

Research is the cornerstone of evidence-based decision-making. Clinical trials are an essential part of the research process; trials provide the highest evidentiary value of primary research studies for addressing intervention questions where it is feasible and ethical to allocate animals to intervention groups. However, information is only valuable if it is available. There is empirical evidence in human healthcare that inaccessible research is impacting its value and leading to research wastage. As an example, only half of the human health studies funded in the European Union between 1998 and 2006 resulted in identifiable research reports. Is availability a concern for swine veterinarians and researchers? If so, what can we do to improve research availability, and therefore increase the value of swine trial research? This article will explore two aspects of this issue: publication of results and access to research reports. Although we will focus on clinical trials, this discussion has applicability to other study designs.
Publication of trial results

The utility of research results to end users, including veterinarians, producers, and other researchers, requires the methods and results of the research to be available. A 2011 survey of 2137 veterinarians found that journals were the most common source of information for both clinicians (65.8%) and nonclinicians (75.6%). Several studies have evaluated the proportion of livestock research presented at conferences that is subsequently published as a journal article with publication rates ranging from 7.1% to 45.0%. Specific to swine research, Brace et al reported that only 5.6% (5 of 89) swine vaccine trials presented at the American Association of Swine Veterinarians (AASV) Annual Meeting between 1988 and 2003 were subsequently published as journal articles.

Presentation of research at conferences is important, as this provides a means of early dissemination of results, and as a forum to obtain input on findings and generate awareness. However, failure to subsequently publish full research results is problematic; in many instances, conference proceedings are restricted in length such that key details required to critically appraise the methodological rigor of the study are not provided. The results presented at conferences may represent preliminary, rather than final, results.

There is also empirical evidence that results may differ between conference proceedings and the subsequent journal article. This includes a tendency for trials with beneficial treatment effects to be published more often and more quickly than studies not showing beneficial treatment effects. In an evaluation of food safety trials in livestock species, trials with at least one positive outcome (ie, intervention benefit) were more likely to be published. Specific to swine, Brace et al found that 64% (57 of 89) of swine vaccine trials in conference proceedings reported that the vaccine was efficacious, compared to 80% (4 of 5) of trials reported in journal articles. Due to the low publication level, it was not possible to conclude that these percentages differ.

There is also evidence that, for the same study, details of the study differ between what is reported in a conference proceeding and what is reported in the subsequent journal article. Although there is no empirical evidence specific to swine, several studies in the broader veterinary literature have compared the methods and results of studies as reported in a conference proceeding to the journal article for the same study. In an evaluation of over 700 studies originally presented at the American College of Veterinary Surgeons Annual Meeting, and subsequently published as journal articles, the study outcome measures changed for 10% of the studies, including omission and addition of outcome measures. The study design changed between the conference abstract and the journal article for 6% of studies, most frequently because of the addition or omission of a control or experimental group. In some cases, the study results changed because of sample size. However, the study results also changed for 12% of studies when there was no change in sample size, intervention, outcome, or study design between the conference abstract and the journal article. In a study of 59 preharvest food safety trials which were subsequently published as journal articles, of the 231 outcome measures reported in both the proceedings and the article, different results were reported for 77 (33.3%), with 32 outcomes having a different direction of effect reported in the journal article. The overall conclusion on the efficacy of the intervention changed between the conference abstract and the journal publication for 10.7% of the trials. In a comparison of 384 studies reported at veterinary anesthesia conferences and subsequently published as journal articles, the overall conclusion as to whether the primary outcome was significant changed in 29 (7.6%) studies.

There are several reasons why a study presented at a conference would not be subsequently published as a journal article. Not all manuscripts that are submitted to a peer-review journal are accepted; veterinary journals have a mean of 47% acceptance for articles submitted, with a mean of only 3% acceptance without the need for revisions. Thus, submission is not a guarantee of publication and authors need to be willing to commit time and effort to advance a manuscript to publication even after a manuscript has been submitted.

The most common reason for rejection of manuscripts submitted to human medical journals was problems with the study design, with the methods section containing the most flaws. Thus, it seems probable that at least some studies presented at conferences may lack the scientific rigor necessary for publication. Most scientific journals have a peer-review process in place to evaluate the methodological rigor of articles that are submitted. In this process, two or more individuals with expertise in the area evaluate the manuscript and provide comments, which the author can then use to modify the manuscript prior to acceptance by the journal. In some instances, peer reviewers may recommend that the manuscript be rejected due to major flaws. However, conference abstracts are not evaluated with the same rigor. Abstracts submitted for conferences may be evaluated based on fit with the conference themes as well as quality, and there is not a forum for back and forth between reviewers and authors for clarifications or modifications. Also, conference abstracts often have word count limits which preclude the comprehensive reporting of study methods that would be necessary for an evaluation of study validity.

Nonetheless, the main reason for studies not being published is that authors do not submit their research for publication. The most common reason for not submitting their research is lack of time. In a review of 6 studies on nonpublication, fear of rejection was a more common reason for nonpublication than journal rejection. Authors may also be hesitant to submit the results of trials where the results were not statistically significant. Not submitting study results for publication is problematic because it may lead to unnecessary duplication of efforts, waste limited resources, and potentially result in a loss of trust in the integrity of research conducted. Additionally, there are ethical concerns related to not publishing trial results. Sir Iain Chalmers, a champion of research quality who is one of the founders of the Cochrane Collaboration and a coordinator of the James Lind Initiative, has stated that not publishing research is scientific misconduct. In clinical trials, animals are allocated to treatment groups by the investigator. This means that some animals may receive an inferior treatment. This is justified on the assumption that the findings increase our knowledge; an assumption that is not met if the full results of a trial are not publicly available. In two recent systematic reviews evaluating the efficacy of preventive antibiotics to reduce respiratory disease in swine and vaccines targeted to bacterial respiratory pathogens, there were 105 (of 182) trials reported only in conference proceedings.
An issue related to publication of swine trials, and potentially other livestock and poultry industries, is the issue of private research. Although not explicitly documented, considerable research is undertaken by pharmaceutical companies on private farms or within large production systems, where the results deliberately are not published for proprietary reasons or because the results are intended to provide a competitive advantage to those conducting the research. This is a concept that does not really have an equivalent in human medicine, where clinical trials generally are conducted for the public good. In swine, the argument that publication is for the public good may hold true for research involving zoonotic diseases but is less obvious for research on production-limiting diseases and productivity. The argument also has been made that research funded with public monies should be published regardless of results, but again, this is not the case for in-house research. So, the dilemma is whether research results should be made available for the good of the industry or whether it is justified to not publish for competitive advantage. The answer is not in the scope of this article but may be an issue that swine veterinarians and the research community should consider.

Thus, some key messages are apparent related to publication of research. First, the empirical evidence illustrates that a substantive proportion of trials conducted in swine populations are not subsequently published in journals, and that there may be differences between trial results in conference proceedings compared to subsequent journal publications. This highlights the importance of submitting research results for publication. The evidence also provides important caveats for using trial results presented in conference proceedings. Publication is time consuming for researchers; however, without public dissemination of final results and a full presentation of the methodology, it is not possible to build a scientifically defensible body of knowledge to make evidence-based clinical decisions.

Access to research reports

Access to research reports is pertinent to two groups: researchers need to ensure that their work is accessible to those who need the information for clinical decision-making, and readers of research need to know how to access the results to make evidence-based decisions. There are several aspects of access, including knowing how to effectively search for publications, language of publication, and whether the research report (conference proceeding, industry report, or journal article) is freely available online or available via a charge or subscription. Large volumes of articles are published every year, and it can be a challenge to find all the literature on a specific subject. There are tools available to help with searching the literature, including online databases which catalogue citations of research reports from journals (and other sources to some extent). However, not all articles are available through each database, and not all databases are freely available online.

Therefore, searching for the literature can be complex. Grindlay et al evaluated the journal coverage of databases in veterinary literature and found that CAB abstracts (http://www.cabdirect.org) provide the highest coverage. Once databases have been identified, search es consist of identifying key words or phrases related to the topic of interest and combining those words in a search string using "AND", "OR", or "NOT" operators. Guidelines for searching the veterinary literature are available and certainly can be applied by academic researchers and those with access to a wide range of journals. However, searching and finding publications can be challenging for those without extensive journal access. It has been reported that approximately half of North American swine veterinarians interested in infectious disease research have access to 2 or fewer journals.

Some research may not be available to end users because of the language in which the report was written; this may be because English-speaking individuals cannot read non-English publications or because non-English-speaking individuals cannot read English publications. However, English is recognized as the lingua franca of scientific publications. This is the case even for non-English speaking scientists; based on the results presented in 4 recent systematic reviews of trials addressing swine health topics, a substantial proportion of the trials were conducted in non-English speaking countries but published in English (7 of 20 trials in a review of preventive antibiotics for respiratory disease; 27 of 142 trials in a review of bacterial vaccines to prevent respiratory disease; 16 of 34 trials in a review of antibiotics to treat respiratory disease; and 23 of 44 trials in a review on vaccines to prevent Salmonella). However, language of publication still may be a barrier. Based on the reasons for full text exclusions from 4 systematic reviews, the number of trials excluded because of the language of publication was 0 of 190 full texts evaluated, 41 of 536 full texts evaluated, 8 of 90 full texts examined, and 54 of 126 full texts examined.

Another issue is whether research reports can be found. Notwithstanding the caveats for using conference proceedings for decision-making, they still may provide useful information on what is being researched. To explore the availability of conference proceedings, we used 2 recent systematic reviews which evaluated the efficacy of preventive antibiotics to reduce respiratory disease in swine and vaccines targeted to bacterial respiratory pathogens. Of the 182 articles included in those reviews, 105 were published in conference proceedings. As the eligibility criteria for these reviews would preferentially include a journal article over a conference proceeding, it is assumed that these represent studies reported only at a conference venue. There were 7 organizations represented: AAVS Annual Meeting, Asian Pig Veterinary Society Congress, International Pig Veterinary Society Congress, International Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics, International Symposium on Emerging and Re-emerging Pig Diseases, European Symposium of Porcine Health Management, and World Association of Veterinary Laboratory Diagnosticians and OIE Seminar on Biotechnology. Of these 7 organizations, it was only possible to access the conference proceedings for 4 organizations, with 2 unavailable online and 1 being password protected and available to members only. These results represent conference proceedings availability for only 2 topic areas and may not represent the availability of swine conference proceedings in general. Nonetheless, these results illustrate that some, but not all, conference proceedings can be freely accessed via the internet.

Journal articles are an important source of information for veterinarians and researchers, although not all journals are freely accessible. When an article is published in a journal, it is common for the researcher(s) to transfer their copyright to the publisher, who controls further access. There are several access options: publishers may require a subscription to access the journal or a singular article,
the journal may be open access and thus full-text articles are freely available to all, or the journal may be a hybrid where researchers can pay a fee to have their article made open access.

A study of veterinary research articles published between 2000 and 2014 found that over half (62%) of the articles were freely available. 25 Specifically for swine and based on trials included the systematic reviews as described previously,17,18 we evaluated the accessibility of these published trials. There were 77 articles published in 35 journals included in the 2 reviews. Of the 35 journals, 16 were fully open access, 9 were hybrid, 4 were available to association members, and 6 were no longer active journals. Open access provides a way for potential users of research to have access to the full study results. However, it is not always without cost; the publication fees, as billed to the article authors, for the open access and hybrid journals identified in the two systematic reviews ranged from $0 to $4200 per article, with a median cost of $1935.

There are other ways researchers can make their work freely available. These tend to include preprints (the researcher’s own write-up of results and analysis that has not been peer reviewed, nor had any other “value added” by a publisher) posted on faculty or departmental websites, government websites,25 or profiles on sites such as ImpactStory or ORCID.

Institutional or subject-based digital repositories are of growing importance in the research community, especially as government mandated open access policies such as those put forth by the Tri-Agency (Canada) and UKRI (United Kingdom) are introduced and begin to be implemented. These sites, which tend to be maintained by research centers or academic libraries, provide permanent and stable access to various types of research outputs including articles, theses, dissertations, systematic review protocols, and study protocols for research involving animals. Some repositories also house collections for outputs related to conferences, projects, research units, or researchers.

While there are many advantages to using an institutional or subject-based repository, such as they are free to use, often maintained by staff with preservation expertise, equipped with functionality that reveals basic or advanced usage metrics, and facilitate wider impact, they tend not to have the same popularity as tools such as ResearchGate or Academia.edu.27,28 These sites are social networking tools for academics, with some of the same problematic approaches to user privacy and data monetization as their nonacademic counterparts.29,30 Since much of the perceived value of these sites is discoverability, it has become a focal point for copyright violations, with many researchers uploading the published versions of their research to the site in an infringement of copyright.31,32 To avoid such infringement, researchers should be seeking to self-archive an appropriate version of their published research in a repository. Such action is often permitted by journal publishers, so long as particular conditions are met: usually only preprints (the version of the article submitted to the journal prior to being peer-reviewed) and postprints (the version of the article that has been through peer-review, has been accepted for publication, but lacks “value-added” services of the publisher such as formatting) can be archived, though there may be a particular length of time that must pass before the researcher can do so. Digital repositories can easily accommodate these embargoes, putting in place a “dark deposit,” whereby the full text is not openly available until a pre-determined date.33 The metadata associated with the work is still public, allowing the record to remain discoverable both through the repository as well as aggregated search tools such as Digital Commons Network (https://network.bepress.com/) and Google Scholar.

Another interesting situation related to access to research is for emergency situations, where it is imperative that research results be made available quickly for rapid decision-making, even if the results are not final or there is not time to complete a highly polished manuscript as one would expect for peer-review. An example of this was the recent emergence of porcine epidemic diarrhea (PED), where funding organizations, such as the National Pork Board, publicly promoted titles of funded projects to increase awareness of pending research helping to identify remaining knowledge gaps and avoid unnecessary duplication of studies (see https://www.nationalhogfarmer.com/health/pork-board-funds-eight-ped-virus-projects). Their requirement for updates on the results of research they had funded meant they could make these reports freely available to help producers to quickly use knowledge gained to deal with the crisis. Journals can assist in this situation by being flexible with allowing subsequent publication of full research results, even when early results have been made publicly available.

These examples serve to illustrate not only the magnitude of the accessibility issue in swine research, using clinical trials as an example, but also the serious consequences of not making research available. The onus is largely on researchers to ensure that they complete research using animals and submit full reports of that research to journals. Although paying for open access may not be an option for all researchers, there are increasingly other ways that researchers can ensure that knowledge users can access their findings. Researchers who wish their work to be used for clinical decision-making should take advantage of emerging options for wider accessibility of their research results.

Proposed solutions to increase research availability and accessibility

To provide utility to the swine industry, research must be available and accessible. Researchers employed in academia have received advanced training in research methodologies and are incentivized to publish research. However, this may not be the case for those employed in other types of organizations; publication takes time and may therefore be a low priority. One possible solution to increase publication would be to increase collaborative opportunities between academics and others in the design, conduct, and dissemination of research. There is a role for academia in teaching not only graduate students but student veterinarians on the appropriate conduct of research and critical appraisal. Incentives to publish also may come from
the consumers of research; as evidence-based medicine continues to evolve, veterinarians and practitioners may expect a higher standard for research availability. Funding agencies could assist by linking funding to publication of results or, if publication is not possible, posting of full methods and results of their research on a publicly accessible site. Organizations involved in research should promote open-access publication and researchers should include possible open-access fees into grant applications. While being aware of copyright obligations, researchers should take advantage of new options for publicly disseminating research articles free of charge. Improving availability and access to research will benefit the entire swine industry and help to maximize the value of the research investment.

**Implications**

- Accessible swine research results may positively impact the swine industry.
- Results must be available to avoid waste and understand intervention efficacy.
- Opportunities exist to enhance research availability and benefit the swine industry.
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